


Lesson 1
ทำำ�คว�มรู้้�จัักกับข้�อสอบ ก.พ.

 วิช�ภ�ษ�อังกฤษ

	 วิิชาภาษาอัังกฤษมีีเนื้้�อัหาที่ี�อัอักสอับบ่อัยที่ั�งหมีด	4	ส่วินื้	ได้แก่

 1. บทสนทนา (Conversation)

	 ข้้อัสอับจะมีีการจำลอังสถานื้การณ์์ต่่าง	ๆ	แล้วิให้บที่สนื้ที่นื้ามีาอั่านื้	เช่นื้	สถานื้การณ์์ในื้โรงเรียนื้	โรง-

พยาบาล	โรงแรมี	การที่่อังเที่ี�ยวิ	หร้อัการรับโที่รศััพที่์	เป็็นื้ต่้นื้	ลักษณ์ะโจที่ย์จะมีีบางส่วินื้ข้อังบที่สนื้ที่นื้าหายไป็	

ให้ผู้้้สอับเล้อักเต่ิมีคำต่อับที่ี�ถ้กต่้อังและเหมีาะสมี

 

 2. การอ่่าน (Reading)

	 ข้้อัสอับส่วินื้นื้ี�จะมีีบที่ควิามีมีาให้อั่านื้	(คล้ายกับวิิชาภาษาไที่ย)	แล้วิต่อับคำถามีด้วิยข้้อัมี้ลรายละเอัียด

ที่ี�มีีในื้บที่ควิามี	หร้อัจับใจควิามีสำคัญให้ได้เพ้�อันื้ำมีาต่อับคำถามี	ส่วินื้นื้ี�เป็็นื้ส่วินื้ที่ี�มีีนื้�ำหนื้ักคะแนื้นื้มีากที่ี�สุดในื้

ข้้อัสอับวิิชาภาษาอัังกฤษ

 

 3. หลัักไวยากรณ์์อ่ย่างง่าย (Grammar) 

	 เนื้้�อัหาข้้อัสอับส่วินื้นื้ี�ที่ี�อัอักสอับในื้	ก.พ.	จะไมี่ยาก	เนื้้�อังจากเป็็นื้หลักไวิยากรณ์์ระดับพ้�นื้ฐานื้	เช่นื้

หลักการข้อังเอักพจนื้์	พห้พจนื้์	เป็็นื้ต่้นื้

 

 4. คำศััพท์ (Vocabulary)

	 	ข้้อัสอับจะให้ป็ระโยคหร้อัข้้อัควิามีมีา	แต่่เวิ้นื้ช่อังวิ่างไวิ้บางส่วินื้	แล้วิมีีคำศััพที่์มีาให้เล้อักเต่ิมีลงไป็ในื้

ป็ระโยคให้ถ้กต่้อังและเหมีาะสมี	คำศััพที่์ที่ี�อัอักสอับมีักเป็็นื้คำศััพที่์ง่าย	ๆ	ที่ี�ใช้ในื้ชีวิิต่ป็ระจำวิันื้อัย้่แล้วิ

 ส่วนประกอ่บขอ่งรายวิชา

	 ส่วินื้ป็ระกอับหลักที่ี�พบวิ่าอัอักสอับบ่อัยในื้รายวิิชานื้ี�	ได้แก่	บที่สนื้ที่นื้า	(Conversation),	การอั่านื้	

(Reading),	หลักไวิยากรณ์์อัย่างง่าย	(Grammar)	และคำศััพที่์	(Vocabulary)		ซ่ึ่�งทีุ่กส่วินื้จะเป็็นื้เนื้้�อัหา

ควิามีร้้ระดับพ้�นื้ฐานื้



	 วิิชาภาษาอัังกฤษมีีคะแนื้นื้เต่็มี	50	คะแนื้นื้	จากคะแนื้นื้เต่็มี	200	คะแนื้นื้	และต่้อังได้คะแนื้นื้วิิชาภาษา

อัังกฤษไมี่ต่�ำกวิ่าร้อัยละ	50	(ไมี่ต่�ำกวิ่า	25	คะแนื้นื้)

รูปแบบแลัะโครงสร้างขอ่งข้อ่สอ่บ ก.พ. ภาษาอ่ังกฤษ

ข้อ่สอ่บภาษาอ่ังกฤษ ก.พ. จำนวนข้อ่

5

5

5

10
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Conversation (Long Conversation)

Vocabulary (Meaning in Context)

Structure (Sentence Completion)

Reading Comprehension (Email, Letter, Announcement & 

Reading Passage)

รวม





  Exercise

1.	 a.	What’s	going	on?																			

	 b.	What	do	you	do?	

							 c.	How	do	you	do?																							

	 d.	How’re	things	going?

2.		 a.	I	have	a	choice	for	you.	It’s	quite	weird.	Maybe	you	should								 			

			 				try	to	take	a	look	first.

						 b.	I	have	an	interesting	plan	for	you	but	you	have	to	promise		 	 					

				 				me	not	to	let	anyone	know.

							 c.	And	I	insist	you	stay	here.	It’s	gonna	be	better	for	yourself.

							 d.	And	I’ve	been	listening	to	you	complain	for	over	a	year	now.

Lilly: Thanks for meeting with me during your lunch hour. 

        I appreciate it.

Erika: No problem. I’m happy to help.  _______(1)________

Lilly: Oh you know, the usual. Should I take this new job? Or do I 

stick with my current one?

Erika: Well, I think it’s time for a change, don’t you? They pay you 

late and you feel unhappy.

Lilly: Do you really think so?

Erika: I know so. _______(2)________ Trust me. Take the job. What do 

you have to lose?

Exercise (ตััวอ่ย่างแนวข้อ่สอ่บ ก.พ. 2565)



3.		 a.	Let’s	go	off	quickly.

							 b.	I	think	it’s	been	hit	by	a	car.

							 c.	Why	are	people	so	mean?

							 d.	But	it’s	none	of	our	business.

4.		 a.	Why	didn’t	it	die?

						 b.	But,	oh!	It’s	in	pain!

							 c.	I’ll	punish	the	person	who	did	this!

							 d.	No	need	to	help	it.

5.		 a.	Why	should	I	bother	to	do	that?

							 b.	It’s	a	waste	of	time,	isn’t	it?

						 c.	All	right,	I’ll	go	and	find	a	phone	booth.

							 d.	Yes,	I’ll	take	it	to	an	animal	hospital.

Exercise

Adele:  Look! There’s an injured dog on the way! ______(3)______

Harry:  Let’s see what we can do.

Adele:  It’s still alive. ______(4)______

Harry:  Let’s ring up the SPCA. The number is 4321.

Adele:  What’s that?

Harry:  That’s the “Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals”. 

 They’ll come over at once and give it medical aid.

Adele:  ______(5)______



6.		 a.	We	have	to	make	sure	of	the	time.

							 b.	I’m	afraid	I	can’t	make	it.

							 c.	I	would	like	to	attend	it	after	all.

						 d.	I	will	be	able	to	go	with	you.

7.		 a.	Why	should	I	tell	you?

							 b.	Do	you	know	that	my	grandfather	is	ill?

							 c.	Let’s	make	it	tomorrow	instead.

							 d.	I’m	awfully	sorry,	Joe.

8.		 a.	We’ll	miss	you	at	the	match.	

							 b.	Old	people	are	so	frail.	

							 c.	Phone	me	later	if	you	can.	

							 d.	I’m	sure	he’ll	be	better	soon.

  Exercise

Meghan: Hello, may I speak to Joe, please?

Joe:   Joe speaking.

Meghan:  Oh! Joe. I’m ringing to inform you about the 

                     football match we’ve arranged to go this afternoon.  

                     ______(6)______

Joe:   That’s all right, but why can’t you make it?

Meghan:  ______(7)______

Joe:   I am sorry hear that. ______(8)______

Meghan:  Thanks. I’ll contact you sometime later. My parents  

  are going to the hospital now. I have to go along.

Joe:   All right. See you later.



9.		 a.	The	lamp	in	my	room	isn’t	working

	 b.	I’m	too	lazy	when	I’m	in	my	room

	 c.	I	lost	my	laptop

	 d.	I	don’t	have	any	proper	tools	for	my	ongoing	project

10.		 a.	I	think	I	can’t	do	anything.

	 b.	Should	I	get	rid	of	it?

	 c.	I	think	you	should	endure	its	condition.

	 d.	Should	we	buy	a	new	one?

  Exercise
Mother:  Why are you studying in the dining room?

Daughter:  _________(9)_________.

Mother:  Then we will ask your father to look at it when he   

  comes home.

Daughter:  I have already asked him to do that, but he couldn’t 

mend it.

Mother:  Well, what should we do then? _______(10)_________

Daughter:  That will be great as I can’t concentrate on my lessons 

  in this room.

Mother:  I’ll order the new one from IKEA online tomorrow.

Daughter:  Thank you, mum.



  

  

Exercise

Exercise

At a government department office

Officer: Good morning. _____(11)_____

Caller:  Good morning. I would like to confirm my meeting 

  with Mr. Somsak, the department director.

Officer: I can have a look. ____(12)____

Caller:  I’m Scott from the International Trade Department.

Officer: _____(13)_____, please hold.

Caller:  Okay.

Officer: Your meeting with Mr. Somsak is at 10 AM tomorrow.

Caller:  Thank you. 

Officer: Have a nice day.

At a job interview

Interviewer: Which position are you applying for?

Applicant: _________(14)___________

Interviewer: How many years of experience do you have in this field?

Applicant: __________(15)___________

11.	 a.	What	do	you	want	?	

	 b.	How	may	I	help	you?

	 c.	Why	are	you	calling	?

	 d.	Who	do	you	want	to	speak	to	?

12.	 a.	Why	are	you	calling	?

	 b.	Where	are	you?

	 c.	What	is	your	name	?

	 d.	Who	are	you?

13.		 a.	I’m	transferring	you	to	him

	 b.	You	have	to	wait

	 c.	He’s	busy

	 d.	Let	me	check	first



  Exercise
Mandy: Hey Alicia! Do you see our guide anywhere?

Alicia: I don’t see him. I think __________(16)__________.

Mandy:  Do you know where we are now?

Alicia: __________(17)__________ Everyone here is speaking Japnese.

Mandy: Can you speak Japanese?

Alicia: __________(18)__________ But I forgot most of it.

Mandy: I am starving. I could eat a horse!

Alicia: Okay. ____________(19)_____________.

Mandy:  Can you order food in Japanese?

Alicia: __________(20)___________. I know how to order food here.

14.	 a.	I	worked	as	an	accountant	in	a	big	company.

	 b.	I	hope	I	will	have	a	good	job	here.

	 c.	I’m	applying	for	the	accounting	position.

	 d.	I	am	looking	forward	to	working	here.	

16.		 a.	we	can	make	it

	 b.	we	are	lost

	 c.	we	will	rock	you

	 d.	we	appreciate	his	help

15.	 a.	I	worked	as	an	accountant	in	a	big	company.

	 b.	I	like	working	as	an	accountant	very	much.

	 c.	I’ve	worked	as	an	accountant	for	10	years	now.

	 d.	I	have	a	bachelor	degree	in	accounting.

17.	 a.	Don’t	mention	it.

	 b.	I’ve	got	no	clues.

	 c.	No,	I	know.

	 d.	Yes,	I	am.



18.		 a.	Yeah.	I	used	to	learn	Japanese.

	 b.	Impossible.	I	don’t	know	this	language.

	 c.	Why	do	you	ask	me?

	 d.	I	am	not	going	to	tell	you.

19.	 a.	I	don’t	think	so

	 b.	I	couldn’t	agree	less

	 c.	Let’s	find	something	to	eat

	 d.	Let’s	get	out	of	here

20.		 a.	That’s	not	good

	 b.	I’m	afraid	that	we	can’t	speak	Japanese

	 c.	That’s	a	good	idea

	 d.	You	don’t	have	to	worry





 

 

 

Example

Example

Example

1. The company _____ the letter to me last week. 

 a. sent                                   

 b. sends                        

 c. will send     

 d. has sent

2. The news _____ announced yesterday by 

    Prime Minister’s spokesperson. 

 a. is                                                                                                

 b. are    

 c. was   

 d. were  

3. Emily ______ Korean series all day. 

     a. has been watched      

 b. has been watching     

 c. has watched     

 d. have watched

 

Directions: Choose the correct answer.

แนวข้้อสอบ ก.พ. ส่วนไวยากรณ์์



 

     

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

4. I ______ from home for 2 months. 

 a. work  

 b. worked  

 c. have worked 

 d. have working

5.  I should eat more avocados because they ______  rich in          

    nutrients. 

 a. is

 b. are

 c. be

 d. have

6. The local mall usually __________ at 9:30 PM. 

 a. close 

 b. closes

 c. closing

 d. closed

7. Justin ________ soccer when he was younger. 

 a. used to play 

 b. plays

 c. has played

 d. is playing



   

  

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

8. Sam ________ to New York City for his vacation last week.   

   

 a. go

 b. went

 c. gone

 d. has gone

9. The marketing team is doing a great job so more 

    customers _____ to come in.  

 a. expects

 b. is expected

 c. expected

 d. are expected

10. _______ talking to my secretary when I called you at 

     the office? 

 a. Did you

 b. Have you

 c. Do you 

 d. Were you

11. The sign on the front doors says “_____ smoking in 

     this area.” 

 a. do not

 b. no

 c. do

 d. didn’t



   

  

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

12. Can you tell me the reason ______ you don’t want to       

     work anymore? 

 a. why 

 b. what 

 c. which 

 d. where     

13. Do you remember the place ________ we caught the        

     train? 

      a. who                

 b. whom                

 c. which                

 d. where       

14. As president of the company, I would like to thank our

     business partners _____ contributed to our success. 

 a. who

 b. which

 c. where

 d. whose

15. The witnesses ____________ I interviewed gave some 

     conflicting evidences. 

 a. when                  

 b. whom                   

 c. which                        

 d. where



  

   

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

16. That man _______ you were talking to is my uncle. 

 a. who 

 b. whom 

 c. where 

 d. when

17. Our company does quality control ______ every stage 

     of the production line. 

 a. to

 b. at

 c. with

 d. from

18. Jane should be proud ____________ her progress.  

 a. of                     

 b. off                          

 c. on                             

 d. in

19. ________ the weather was windy, we went for a walk. 

      a. Even though          

 b. Therefore           

 c. Because            

 d. Despite



   

   

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

20. _______ the pay was so poor, I didn’t apply for the job. 

 a. Since  

 b. If    

 c. Though  

 d. In order that

    

21. Mark has skipped school on many occasions. _____,    

     he’s failed his English test. 

 a. According to                             

 b. As a consequence 

 c. Seeing that                               

 d. However

22. When I lived in Thailand, we ______ street food next   

     to my accommodation. 

 a. could often eat                          

 b. would often eat 

 c. had better eat                            

 d. should often eat

23. She admitted ____________ a big mistake. 

 a. make                

 b. to make                

 c. to making                

 d. to have made



  

  

    

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

24. One of the most common names for dogs in the 

     United States ___ “Rover”. 

 a. be   

 b. is   

 c. are   

 d. been

25. John has difficulty __________________ to cook. 

 a. try   

 b. to try   

 c. tries   

 d. trying

26. Two people _______ in the accident and were taken   

     to the hospital by an ambulance. 

 a. hurt   

 b. got hurt  

 c. hurted  

 d. get hurted

27. If I ____________ hard, I would have failed the exam. 

    a. has studied                 

 b. have studied                

 c. had studied       

 d. hadn’t studied



   

  

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

28. I wish we ____________ need to work today. 

        a. mustn’t          

 b. might not          

 c. didn’t            

 d. don’t

     

29. I wish I ______ sandwich with chopped bacon

     yesterday, now I am feeling sick. 

 a. hadn’t eaten

 b. wouldn’t eat

 c. ate

 d. eats

30. Exercises can increase muscle, strengthen bones, and     

     ________  balance. 

 a. improve

 b. improving

 c. to improve            

 d. improvement

31. Thailand is the first country to ________ fish from Japan.

 a. import 

 b. imports                         

 c. imported

 d. importing  



   

  

  

  

Example

Example

Example

Example

32. John: Can I borrow _____ calculator, please?

     Fay: I didn’t bring ______ either. 

 a. yours, mine

 b. your, mine

 c. yours, my

 d. your, me 

33. Sadness is one of _______ common and basic 

     emotions.           

 a. most 

 b. the most                 

 c. more 

 d. much 

34. The economic crisis __________ its people life. 

 a. affects

 b. affect

 c. affecting

 a. effect

35. I have been watching this movie _______ an hour. 

 a. for

 b. since

 c. as

 d. during





    

    

Example

Example

It is always a _______ when you invest with a large amount 

of money.

 a. warning  

 b. chance  

 c. danger   

 c. risk

People who illegally download free software are the people 

who cannot _______ to buy one. 

 a. afford  

 b. advise  

 c. affect   

 d. arrange

Instruction:	Choose	the	correct	word	to	fill	in	the	blank	and	complete	each	sentence.

    Example
The chairman will ___________ the Board of Directors 

Meeting later today.

 a. visit  

 b. attend  

 c. make   

 d. report

แนวข้้อสอบ ก.พ. Part: Vocabulary



      

    

Example

Example

A: Do you accept a credit card ?

B: I’m sorry, we take _____ only.

 a. money  

 b. notes  

 c. coins   

 d. cash

The _________ that our company made earlier today was 

very important to all staff.

 a. accountant 

 b. assurance 

 c. announcement   

 d. assistant

     Example
Please cancel all of my afternoon plans. I need to _________ 

a meeting with the Prime Minister. 

 a. attend  

 b. join   

 c. take part   

 d. enter



    Example
The Administrative Department __________ that everyone 

remains vigilant and takes extra precautions when walking  

past the area of the accident. 

 a. advises  

 b. recommends 

 c. orders   

 d. announces

      Example
Andrew has studied music for more than ten years and the 

saxophone is his favourite _____________. 

 a. tool  

 b. percussion 

 c. piece   

 d. instrument

    Example
This incident can become a major_________ to the company 

not dealt with properly. 

 a. risk   

 b. threat  

 c. liability   

 d. concern



      Example
Please _________ this paper and put it in this envelope.

 a. collapse  

 b. tilt   

 c. heave   

 d. fold

    Example
Barry: “I haven’t had lunch yet.”

Patrick: “I know. Let’s find a restaurant.”

Barry and Patrick are ___________. 

 a. sad   

 b. cool  

 c. bored   

 d. hungry

     Example
I’m so sorry but your card has been __________. 

Would you like to pay in cash instead? 

 a. rejected  

 b. declined  

 c. destroyed  

 d. damaged



    

    

Example

Example

Thailand, Brunei and Myanmar are all ___________ of 

ASEAN. 

 a. members  

 b. customs  

 c. beliefs   

 d. opinions

She walked briskly through the crowd to catch her bus.  

 a. continuously 

 b. slowly  

 c. quickly  

 d. widely

Instruction:	Choose	the	word	that	has	the	same	meaning	as	the	underlined	word.	

     Example
Teacher: “What do you want to do after ___________ ?”

Student: “I want to work in the field of education.” 

 a. campus  

 b. graduation 

 c. perspective  

 d. egghead



    

    

    

Example

Example

Example

The child vanished while on her way home from school. 

  a. disappeared 

 b. inhabited          

 c. provided           

 d. appointed

I felt rather fragile for a few days after the operation. 

 a. sturdy  

 b. weak  

 c. moderate 

 d. resemble

If the opposition groups unite, they may command over 55 

percent of the vote.

  a. combine           

 b. separate             

 c. argue                 

 d. agree 

     Example
World leaders will meet next week for their annual economic 

summit. 

 a. submit               

 b. subject                

 c. convention      

 d. object



     Example

Hateful school girls continued to spread an untrue rumor 

about Lisa, Lynn, and her fitness trainer. 

 a. circulate  

 b. access  

 c. defend  

 d. collide

    Example

Driving with your eyes closed is not feasible. 

 a. agreeable 

 b. irritable  

 c. possible  

 d. available

    Example

Please confine your use of the phone to business calls.

     a. accrue  

 b. neglect  

 c. accumulate 

 d. limit

    Example

Frank is the only legitimate son of Emily.

 a. humble  

 b. guilty  

 c. hostile  

 d. legal



    Example

COVID-19 is a contagious disease. 

 a. decisive  

 b. transmittable      

 c. coherent 

 d. diverse

     Example
Young children will often attempt to imitate their parents, 

which is why you shouldn’t do anything you wouldn’t want 

your child to do while they’re watching. 

 a. mimic  

 b. harass                     

 c. detain  

 d. eliminate

     Example

The Indian government has expressly asked the alcoholic 

drinks industry and the sugarcane industry to provide ethanol 

to hand sanitiser companies. 

 a. grant  

 b. distribute      

 c. measure        

 d. contain



    

    

    

Example

Example

Example

His lengthy explanations are the more grievous because he 

insists on the same points in  several of his books. 

 a. agreements 

 b. boycotts                  

 c. credits 

 d. descriptions

Authorities in Paris have banned exercise outside during the 

day, as the fight against  the coronavirus outbreak 

continues. 

 a. symptom       

 b. effect       

 c. affect  

 d. epidemic

Fish and other marine species have been hunted almost to 

extinction, while oil spills and other forms of pollution have 

poisoned the seas. 

 a. recovery  

 b. deterioration       

 c. disappearance    

 d. collapse



    Example
One of the most well known and widely used spices are 

chilli peppers. Many studies have examined their potential 

effects on our health – but have found both beneficial and 

adverse results. 

 a. useful           

 b. unfavorable          

 c. enthusiastic      

 d. supportive





แนวข้้อสอบ ก.พ.
Directions: Use the following passage to answer questions 1 - 5 

 

       July 4th, 2019

Dear Mr. Apichart,

               We have provided a maintenance service and toner refill

last week for your copy machine. I assume that your problem has

not been fixed because we received your order for a new copy

machine two days ago. We would like to confirm this order with

you before we start shipping. Please check the information below.

Copy machine model: MX-40D

Payment: 45,000 Baht (Received)

Shipping address: Inspire Co., Ltd.

 

              Please reply ‘I would like to confirm order and shipping’ to

this email. You should be able to expect the copy machine to arrive

before the end of July.  Thank you for your trust in our services.

               

             Best regard,

        Chaiyuth

         Regional Sales Officer

1.	Who	wrote	this	letter?

	 a.	Chaiyuth

	 b.	Apichart

	 c.	Inspire	Co.,	Ltd

	 d.	MX-40D



2.	What	did	Apichart	order	from	the	company?

	 a.	Maintenance	service

	 b.	A	Toner	for	copy	machine

	 c.	A	New	copy	machine

	 d.	A	Shipping	container

 

3.	Who	is	the	intended	recipient?

	 a.	Apichart

	 b.	Chaiyuth

	 c.	Inspire	Co.,	Ltd.

	 d.	MX-40D

 

4.	What	is	the	purpose	of	this	letter?

	 a.	To	order	a	new	copy	machine

	 b.	To	confirm	a	purchase	order

	 c.	To	let	someone	know	the	price

	 d.	To	inform	about	a	product

  

5.	When	should	the	new	copy	machine	arrive?

	 a.	Two	days	ago

	 b.	On	July	4th

	 c.	Before	July	15th

	 d.	Before	July	31st



Directions: Use the following passage to answer questions 1 - 5

 
Dear Steward Lee,

 I was excited to see your listing for the Lead Digital Marketing  

position at Westward Strategies on indeed.com recently. As a dynamic 

email marketing specialist with over two years of professional

experience executing market research, analyzing consumer data, and 

running A/B testing in order to drive successful marketing campaigns, 

I’m confident that I would be a valuable asset to the team at Westward.

 Your job listing mentions a need for someone experienced in 

email segmentation and campaign development, both of which happen 

to be areas I have extensive experienced in. I’m currently employed 

at Formosa Inc., where I’ve honed my skills by running numerous 

highly successful email marketing campaigns. While employed here, 

I spearheaded a digital promotion campaign for the company’s new 

line of sandals that successfully raised our total online engagement 

by an impressive 13% over the course of six months, contributing       

substantially to the department’s annual goals.

 I’m confident that my proven track record of excellent work 

ethic, unparalleled attention to detail, and knack for executing

high-performing email marketing campaigns will make me an 

immediate asset at Westward Strategies, and allow me to contribute 

to the team’s success.

 I look forward to discussing the Lead Digital Marketing position 

and my qualifications with you in more detail. I’m available to talk 

at your soonest convenience. I’ll be in touch next week to follow up, 

just to make sure you’ve received my application.

Thank you so much for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Andy Jenner



6.	What	kind	of	letter	is	this?

	 a.	sick	leave									

	 b.	personal	leave									

	 c.	student	recommendation								

	 d.	job	application

7.	What	source	Andy	found	he	passed	his	first	round	to	the	next	interview?

	 a.	in	a	newspaper												

	 b.	on	the	internet												

	 c.	on	the	phone												

	 d.	on	television

8.	Which	one	is	FALSE?

	 a.	The	job	applicant	has	got	some	experiences	for	some	time.

							 b.	One	of	the	applicant’s	characteristics	is	enthusiasm.

							 c.	There	are	many	steps	for	finding	the	most	appropriate	employee	according	to	the	text.

							 d.	The	job	Andy	wants	is	an	individual	work.

9.	What	does	the	word	‘numerous’	mean?

	 a.	experienced

	 b.	intentional

	 c.	plentiful

	 d.	beautiful

10.	What	position	was	Andy	interested	in?

	 a.	Lead	Digital	Marketing

	 b.	Westward	Strategies

	 c.	Formosa	Inc.

	 d.	Bartender



11.	Which	idea(s)	is/are	mentioned	in	this	passage?

	 a.	Driver	behavior

	 b.	Traffic	accidents

	 c.	Things	we	do	to	reduce	traffic	accidents

	 d.	All	of	the	above

 

12.	According	to	the	passage,	why	are	traffic	accidents	regarded	as	a	social	problem?

	 a.	Motor	vehicles	are	very	dangerous.

	 b.	The	safety	standards	for	vehicles	are	very	poor.

	 c.	Traffic	accidents	can	cause	serious	economic	damage.

	 d.	Most	of	the	accidents	are	caused	by	drivers	who	don’t	pay	attention	to	the	traffic		 	

	 				rules.

 

13.	According	to	the	passage,	what	causes	the	decrease	in	traffic	accidents	?

	 a.	We	have	invented	new	cars	that	are	safer	to	drive.

	 b.	Drivers	are	required	to	take	lessons	in	safety	before	they	are	allowed	to	drive.

	 c.	Drivers	have	finally	learned	how	to	behave.

	 d.	Vehicle	inspections	and	lower	speed	limits.

 

14.	Which	of	these	are	NOT	a	measure	that	was	taken	to	reduce	traffic	accidents?

	 a.	Training	drivers

	 b.	Vehicle	inspection	at	the	manufacturer

	 c.		Periodic	vehicle	inspection

	 d.	Lowering	speed	limit

Directions: Use the following passage to answer questions 11 - 15

 
 The high death rate from accidents on the road come from uncivil 

behavior of drivers who refuse to respect the legal and moral rights of 

others. So traffic accidents may be regarded as a social problem. 

Safety standards for vehicles have been raised both at the point of

manufacture and through periodic inspections. In addition, speed limits 

have been lowered. Due to these measures,the accident rate has 

decreased. However, experts are stillconcerned because there has been 

little or no improvement in theway drivers behave.

 



15.	Why	are	experts	concerned	about	traffic	accidents	despite	all	the	measures?

	 a.	Speed	limit	is	still	too	high.

	 b.	There	are	other	social	problems.

	 c.	Drivers	haven’t	improved	their	behavior.

	 d.	They	did	not	see	the	decrease	in	accident	rate.

Directions: Use the following passage to answer questions 16 - 20 

 
 WASHINGTON: Taking excessive calcium tablets may increase the risk 

of cancer, according to scientists who say that consuming supplements 

is more harmful than getting adequate nutrients from food sources.

 

 The study, published in the journal Annals of Internal 

Medicine, also showed that adequate intake of certain nutrients 

reduces risk of death from any cause, when nutrient source is foods, 

but not supplements.

 Researchers found that supplemental doses of calcium that 

exceed 1,000 milligrams per day is linked to an increased risk of 

cancer death.

 “As potential benefits and harms of supplement use continue 

to be studied, some studies have found associations between excess 

nutrient intake and adverse outcomes, including increased risk of 

certain cancers,” said Fang Fang Zhang, associate professor at Tufts 

University in the U.S.

 The study used data from more than 27,000 U.S. adults aged 

20 and older to evaluate the association between dietary supplement 

use and death from all causes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.

 The researchers assessed whether adequate or excess nutrient 

intake was associated with death and whether intake from food versus 

supplement sources had any effect on the associations.

  Excess intake of calcium was associated with higher risk of death 

from cancer, they said.

  

               Source: The Economic Times



16.	What	is	the	text	primarily	about?

	 a.	There	is	no	association	between	dietary	supplement	use	and	death	from	all	diseases.

	 b.	One	should	avoid	taking	excessive	calcium	supplements	as	they	may	cut	risks	of	cancer.

	 c.	Nutrient	food	sources	contain	a	small	number	of	calcium	when	compared	to	

	 				supplements.	

	 d.	Getting	adequate	nutrients	from	food	sources	is	more	beneficial	than	consuming			 	

	 				supplements.

 

17.	What	does	the	word	“that”	in	paragraph	3	refer	to?

	 a.	researchers

	 b.	doses

	 c.	calcium

	 d.	cancer

 

18.	What	does	the	word “adverse”	in	paragraph	4	mean?

	 a.	beneficial

	 b.	exceeding

	 c.	unfavorable

	 d.	supplementary

19.	According	to	the	passage,	what	is	TRUE?

	 a.	Food	as	nutrient	sources	provides	sufficient	calcium	to	reduce	risk	of	cancer.

	 b.	Scientists	stop	studying	both	the	possible	benefits	and	harms	of	supplement	use.

	 c.	The	more	calcium	supplements	we	take,	the	more	health	risks	they	can	reduce	for	us.

	 d.	The	subject	of	the	study	are	less	than	27,000	U.S.	adolescents	and	adults.

 

20.	Where	do	you	likely	find	the	passage?

	 a.	Advertisement

	 b.	Health	Magazine

	 c.	Women	Fashion

	 d.	Political	analysis



Directions: Use the following passage to answer questions 21 - 25

 
 While mobile phones are very beneficial, they also come to a 

lot of disadvantages. Firstly, they create a distance between people. 

As people spend time on their phones, they don’t talk to each other 

much. People will sit in the same room and be busy on their phones 

instead of talking to each other.

 Subsequently, phones waste a lot of time. People get distracted 

by them easily and spend hours on their phones. They are becoming 

dumber while using smartphones. They do not do their work and focus 

on using phones.

  Most importantly, mobile phones are a cause of many ailments. 

When we use phones for a long time, our eyesight gets weaker. They 

cause strain on our brains. We also suffer from headaches, watery 

eyes, sleeplessness and more.

 Moreover, mobile phones have created a lack of privacy in 

people’s lives. As all your information is stored on your phone and 

social media, anyone can access it easily. We become vulnerable to 

hackers. Also, mobile phones consume a lot of money. They are 

anyway expensive and to top it, we buy expensive gadgets to enhance 

our user experience.

  We must limit our usage of mobile phones and not let it control 

us. As mobile phones are taking over our lives, we must know when to 

draw the line. After all, we are the owners and not the smartphone.

Source: https:/www.toppr.com/guides/essays/uses-of-mobile-phones-essay/



21.	What	is	the	main	idea	of	this	story?

	 a.	There	are	different	positive	effects	of	using	a	mobile	phone.

					 b.	Mobile	phones	have	a	lot	of	negative	effects	on	a	user.

	 c.	Using	a	mobile	phone	has	both	pros	and	cons	to	a	user.

	 d.	People	should	spend	their	time	chatting	more	than	using	a	mobile	phone.

 

22.	According	to	the	passage,	which	one	is	NOT	true?

				 a.	Mobile	phones	make	people	get	closer.

				 b.	People	pay	less	attention	to	their	work.

				 c.	Mobile	phones	cause	different	bad	effects	to	health.

	 d.	A	lot	of	important	secret	information	can	be	more	easily	hacked	when	using	

	 				a	mobile	phone.

 

23.	Which	word	can	be	replaced	‘vulnerable’?

	 a.	strong

			 b.	complex			

	 c.	weak			

	 d.	tender

 

24.	What	is	an	inference	of	this	article?

				 a.	We	can	use	a	mobile	phone	whatever	we	want.

				 b.	We	should	keep	our	phone	battery	full	every	time.

	 c.	We	might	see	a	doctor	to	check	our	health	after	buying	a	mobile	phone.

	 d.	We	should	take	control	of	ourselves	to	use	mobile	phone	properly.

 

25.	What	is	the	purpose	of	the	text	you’ve	read?

				 a.	To	describe

		 b.	To	persuade			

	 c.	To	illustrate

	 d.	To	inform



Directions: Use the following passage to answer questions 26 - 30

 
  Plastic can be found everywhere in our economy. Almost all 

manufacturers and grocery stores have been relying on a substantial 

amount of plastic for packaging. This gives them the benefit of 

convenience. Shops and stores can have their goods prepackaged and 

portioned out so shoppers would not have the need to bring anything 

besides themselves and their wallets. Another benefit of prepackaging 

that has become more important to our modern lifestyle is its ability 

to make something perishable last much longer.

 Over time, people have become more aware of the impact of 

unmanaged plastic waste on our environment. We start to realize how 

long plastic waste can last in a landfill and how detrimental they are 

once they spread out into wildlife habitats like the ocean. This sparks 

a cultural shift in the popular environmental movement. However, 

opting to avoid plastic packaging entirely can be particularly difficult 

since it requires huge changes from society.

 New waste-free stores started to emerge where customers bring 

in their own containers or buy reusable ones sold there. When they 

go to the store, they would use these containers to weigh the items 

at the checkout to know how much to pay for. Despite the 

inconvenience of carrying containers to the store, people are still 

willing to do it. Even though this seems like an ideal way to shop for 

goods without contributing to the landfill, these businesses are mostly 

self-owned and only count for a small portion of the market today.

  The good news is, several stores and companies are now making 

plans to stop using single use plastic such as plastic straws and are 

pledging to make their packaging entirely recyclable or reusable. Many 

people are celebrating recycling, or emphasizing efforts to reuse. A 

bigger change is that more consumers want to rely less on single-use 

plastic items such as bags, containers and cutlery. If this movement 

continues to gain momentum, it could speak volume about what 

people truly value.



26.	What	is	the	main	idea	of	this	passage?	

	 a.	Plastic	packaging	used	in	grocery	stores	is	very	useful	and	convenient.

	 b.	Young	people	are	starting	new	unique	businesses.

	 c.	The	cultural	change	in	our	society	to	reduce	plastic	waste.

	 d.	Plastic	is	harmful	to	wildlife	habitat	and	the	environment.

27.	Which	of	the	following	words	has	a	similar	meaning	to	the	underline	word	‘substantial’	

					(2nd	line	of	paragraph	1)

	 a.	Unknown

	 b.	Not	important

	 c.	Small

	 d.	Large

28.		According	to	the	passage,	why	is	it	hard	to	avoid	using	plastic	packaging	entirely?

	 a.	Because	plastic	packaging	is	so	useful	to	stores	and	customers.

	 b.	Because	consumers	are	not	willing	to	make	the	change.

	 c.	Because	it	requires	a	lot	of	change	from	society.

	 d.	Because	it’s	inconvenient	for	people	to	carry	containers.

29.		Which	statement	is	true	?

	 a.	A	lot	of	stores	and	companies	are	steering	away	from	single-use	plastic.

	 b.	Unmanaged	plastic	waste	does	not	cause	harm	to	wildlife	habitats.

	 c.	Waste-free	stores	are	very	popular	and	are	now	spreading	across	the	world.

	 d.	Plastic	packaging	makes	shopping	very	inconvenient	for	customers

30.	To	whom	does	the	word	‘they’	(2nd	line	of	paragraph	3)	refer	to?

	 a.	The	waste-free	stores

	 b.	The	customers

	 c.	The	items

	 d.	The	containers
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Part I: Conversation (Items 1-5)

Directions: Choose the correct answer.

  Exercise
Situation: Liz wants Rose’s opinion on a new dress she is trying on.

Liz:  ___1___?

Rose:  Hmm. Do you want me to be a good friend or a bad  

  liar?

Liz:  ___2___. What is your honest opinion?

Rose:  Well, ___3___ you certainly look different!

1.	 a.	How	is	the	feeling

	 b.	How	are	things	with	it

	 c.	How	do	I	look

	 d.	How	is	it	going

2.	 a.	Go	ahead

	 b.	No	comment

	 c.	Can’t	complain

	 d.	Good	enough

3.	 a.	let’s	just	move	on

	 b.	let’s	just	have	it

	 c.	let’s	just	be	friends

	 d.	let’s	just	say



4.	 a.	Basically

	 b.	Actually

	 c.	Literally

	 d.	Really

5.	 a.	let	him	examine	your	back

	 b.	ask	him	about	your	last	check-up

	 c.	tell	him	there	is	probably	nothing	wrong

	 d.	inform	him	of	your	need	for	hospitalization

Directions:	Choose	the	correct	answer.

6.	She__________	without	a	pause	since	this	morning.

	 a.	has	been	writing	 	 	 	 	

	 b.	has	been	written	 	

	 c.	is	writing	 	 	 	 	 	

	 d.	is	being	written

7.	__________	words	are	used	in	this	book.

	 a.	A	great	deal	of	 	 	 	 	

	 b.	The	number	of	 	

	 c.	A	large	amount	of	 					 	 	

	 d.	A	very	limited	number	of

   Exercise
Situation: In the hallway, after work.

Ann:   I was in a car accident last week and my back still   

  hurts.

Ben:   ___4____? You ought to get that checked out.

Ann:   What do you mean?

Ben:   Go to the doctor and ___5____.

Ann:   No way! I hate doctors.

Part II: Structure (Items 6-10)

Directions: Choose the correct answer.



11.	What	do	you	_______________as	the	main	issues	affecting	the	situation?	

	 a.	receive

	 b.	deceive		

	 c.	achieve

	 d.	perceive

12.	I’m	looking	forward	to	meeting	your	new	boss.	You	have	been		_________	his	praises	ever			

					since	you	arrived.

	 a.	dancing

	 b.	singing	

	 c.	crying

	 d.	yelling

Part III: Vocabulary (Items 11-15)

Directions: Choose the correct answer.

8.	Ben	wishes	__________	awake	to	watch	the	comet	last	night.	

	 a.	he	had	stayed

	 b.	that	he	stayed

	 c.	that	he	was	staying

	 d.	he	must	have	stayed

 

9.	Anybody	who	wants	to	lose	weight	must	avoid	diets	______carbohydrates.

	 a.	which	contains	

	 b.	that	contain	

	 c.	which	contained	

	 d.	that	are	containing	

10.	Most	people	need	about	eight	hours	of	sleep	every	day.	A	few	people,						

					___________,	need	only	four	hours	of	sleep.	

	 a.	due	to

				 b.	hence	

	 c.	because

	 d.	on	the	other	hand		



13.		This	spinach	omelet	makes	for	a	______	breakfast;	it	has	the	vegetables	and	protein	

						needed	for	a	healthy	diet.	

	 a.	delicious	

	 b.	fortunate	

	 c.	edible	

	 d.	nutritious

14.	The	attorney	suggested	that	the	witness’s	testimony	was	______	because	the	witness	was			

					a	known	liar.

	 a.	sincere

	 b.	amazing

	 c.	insane

	 d.	unreliable

15.	The	teacher	only	has	one	copy	of	the	worksheet	right	now,	so	she	is	going	to	______	it	and		

					give	the	new	copy	to	her	student.

	 a.	translate

	 b.	multiply

		 c.	duplicate

	 d.	expand



Part IV: Reading Comprehension (Items 16-25)

Directions: Read the following passage and choose the correct answer.

 
Dear Mrs. Smith,

First of all, on behalf of my company, I would like to express our 

deepest gratitude and appreciation for your hospitality and all the 

accommodation you have provided for us for the past few days. 

Everyone felt at ease and welcomed at the seminar that was hosted 

at your establishment. We all agreed that the atmosphere was very 

relaxing, the rooms were clean and well maintained, even the food 

was amazing! Thanks to you and your staff, the event went really 

smoothly and we experienced no problems at all. On top of that the 

service provided by the staff; namely clear and accurate translations 

and the guided tour of the facilities were very well received. We could 

not have asked for a better setting.

With that notion, we would like to talk to you about reserving for our 

next company retreat. We would love to revisit and relax at your 

establishment and would really appreciate it if you would be able to 

be our host once again. Please let us know which days you are available 

in October, we would like to make a reservation as soon as possible. 

I will send you more details once we have confirmed the dates.

Thank you again for an amazing experience!

Kind Regards,

Tossapon Manachai

Junior Executive



16.	What	is	the	purpose	of	this	letter	?

	 a.	To	show	appreciation	and	to	make	a	new	reservation.

	 b.	To	compliment	on	the	food	and	service.

	 c.	To	inform	about	a	new	company	event	in	October.

	 d.	To	reprimand	Mrs.	Smith	and	her	staff.

17.	Which	of	the	following	statements	is	not	mentioned	in	the	passage?

	 a.	The	customer	expressed	their	deepest	gratitude	to	Mrs.	Smith.

	 b.	The	customer	asked	Mrs.	Smith	to	be	the	host	for	the	next	company	retreat.

	 c.	The	accommodation	and	service	satisfied	everyone.

	 d.	The	charges	were	unreasonable	and	unaffordable.

18.	What	does	the	word ‘retreat’	in	the	second	paragraph	mean	?

	 a.	Seminar

	 b.	Vacation

	 c.	Event

	 d.	Tour

19.	When	does	Tossapon	plan	to	arrange	the	next	activity	for	the	company?	

	 a.	January

	 b.	June

	 c.	September

	 d.	October

20.	Who	is	Mrs.	Smith?

	 a.	Tossapon’s	secretary

	 b.	The	owner	of	the	accommodation

	 c.	The	owner	of	the	company

	 d.	not	mentioned	in	the	email



Read the following passage and choose the correct answer.

The Hardest Language

  
 People often ask which is the most difficult language to learn, 

and it is not easy to answer because there are many factors to take 

into consideration. Firstly, in a first language, the differences are not 

important as people learn their mother tongue naturally, so the 

question of how hard a language is to learn is only relevant when 

learning a second language.

 

 A native speaker of Spanish, for example, will find Portuguese 

much easier to learn than a native speaker of Chinese, for example, 

because Portuguese is very similar to Spanish, while Chinese is very 

different, so first language can affect learning a second language. The 

greater the differences between the second language and our first, 

the harder it will be for most people to learn.

  

 Many people answer that Chinese is the hardest language to 

learn, possibly influenced by the thought of learning the Chinese 

writing system, and the pronunciation of Chinese does appear to be 

very difficult for many foreign learners. However, for Japanese speakers, 

who already use Chinese characters in their own language, learning 

writing will be less difficult than for speakers of languages using the 

Roman alphabet.

 

 In the end, it is impossible to say that there is one language 

that is the most difficult language in the world.



21.	What	is	the	main	idea	of	this	passage?

	 a.	The	hardest	language	in	the	world	is	Chinese.

	 b.	Spanish	native	speakers	will	find	Portuguese	easier	than	Chinese.

	 c.	How	hard	a	language	to	learn	is	defined	by	the	differences	between	the	first	and

	 				the	second	language.			

	 d.	Japanese	and	Chinese	have	some	close	language	structures.

22.	Which	statement	is	true?

	 a.	The	hardest	language	in	the	world	is	Chinese.

	 b.	How	hard	a	language	is	to	learn	is	relevant	to	both	first	and	second	language

															acquisition.

	 c.	How	hard	a	language	is	to	learn	is	relevant	only	to	the	first	language	acquisition.

	 d.	A	Japanese	speaker	may	well	find	the	Chinese	writing	system	easier	than	a	speaker			

	 			of	a	European	language.

23.	What	is	the	closest	meaning	to	the	word ‘influenced’	(2nd	line	in	paragraph	3)

	 a.	improve

	 b.	affected

	 c.	adjust

	 d.	adapt

24.	Which	of	the	following	languages	is	not	mentioned	in	the	passage?

	 a.	Japanese

	 b.	Chinese

	 c.	Spanish

	 d.	French

25.	What	can	be	implied	from	the	passage?

	 a.	According	to	the	passage,	Chinese	is	the	hardest	language	for	everyone.

	 b.	Everyone	can	learn	a	language	well	if	they	have	effort.

	 c.	In	the	end,	it	is	impossible	to	define	what	the	hardest	language	is.

	 d.	We	can	answer	easily	what	the	hardest	language	is.




